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Hypertension management and control
is still a major clinical challenge.

Despite the availability of modern diagnostic
noninvasive options and effective, sustained
and well-tolerated pharmacological strategies,
observational studies and national registries
have being continuously reported relatively
poor rates of blood pressure (BP) control at
both national and local levels. Several poten-
tial reasons can be proposed to try to explain
this relatively failure of antihypertensive
strategies, worldwide.1 Among these, one of
the most appropriate seems to be the sub-
stantially high additional cardiovascular risk
profile that very often characterizes patients
with essential hypertension, being mostly due
to the concomitant presence of metabolic
abnormalities and markers of organ damage.
These factors have proven to negatively affect
physicians’ abilities to achieve the recom-
mended BP targets, particularly in a setting
of daily clinical practice.2 Another valid
reason may be related to potential risk of
developing drug-related adverse events during
the long course of antihypertensive therapy
over the years, especially in patients already
affected by diabetes, hypercholesterolemia,
hypertriglyceridemia and other metabolic
abnormalities.3

To try to overcome these stockholders and
to improve the overall rate of BP control
in treated hypertensive patients, European
guidelines have proposed a more systematic
of effective, synergic and well-tolerated

combination therapies, based on the use
of two or three pharmacological agents
able to provide greater systolic/diastolic BP
reductions than each component used in
monotherapy and possibly additional,
pleiotropic beneficial effects on metabolic
parameters. In particular, current guidelines
recommended the use of combination
therapies based on renin-angiotensin system
blocking agents, including either angiotensin-
converting enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin
receptor blockers (ARBs), plus dihydropyri-
dinic calcium-channel blockers (CCBs),
which have demonstrated to produce effective
and sustained BP reductions, reduced
incidence of major cardiovascular events,
several metabolic advantages (for example,
reduced incidence of new onset diabetes
and improved lipid profile) with optimal
tolerability profile, compared with other
combination strategies.4

In the previous issue of the Hypertension
Research, Derosa and co-workers analyzed the
effects of two different and largely used
combination therapies, one based on the
ARB telmisartan plus hydrochlorothiazide
and the other one based on the ARB losartan
plus the CCB barnidipine, on some glucose
and metabolic parameters, mostly including
insulin sensitivity.5 The main findings of this
study are of potential clinical relevance for
several practical reasons. First of all, both
telmisartan and losartan have proven to
provide metabolic advantages in treated
hypertensive patients at high or very high
cardiovascular risk included in randomized
clinical trials and both of them have demon-
strated to reduce new incidence of diabetes
mellitus, mostly throughout their selective
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor-γ
(PPAR-γ) stimulating properties.6 Secondly,
both these strategies are currently

recommended by guidelines to be used in
hypertensive patients at metabolic risk or in
those with metabolic abnormalities, to pre-
vent development or reduce progression
toward diabetes and its complications.7

Finally, the proposed strategies are also the
one most used in clinical practice.8

At the end of the observation period, both
treatments produced effective BP reductions,
which are mandatory for any antihypertensive
strategy, but systolic/diastolic BP levels
were lower in losartan/barnidipine arm com-
pared with those observed in telmisartan/
hydrochlorothiazide arm. Also, BP levels were
in the normal range only in the former group
compared with the latter group, which
showed high–normal/above normal BP levels.
These results were associated with significant
and beneficial metabolic effects, which were
not related to BP reductions. From one side,
contrarily to what it could have been expected
no improvement in insulin-resistance has
been observed, however this could be related
to the fact that the enrolled patients had a
perfect control of their diabetes at the base-
line. On the other side, it is of relevant
interest the plausible effect of barnidipine
on adipokines level, that could have relevant
effect on endothelial function and, conse-
quently, on vascular health of diabetic
patients. In fact, it is well-known that, with
respect to cardiovascular disease risk, adipo-
nectin is a ‘good’ adipokine due to its anti-
inflammatory, antiatherogenic, antidiabetic,
cardioprotective effects and promotion of
good endothelial function. Leptin, on the
contrary, it could be considered a ‘bad’
adipokine given that it promotes insulin
resistance, high BP, atherosclerosis, myo-
cardial infarction risk, vascular inflammation,
vascular smooth muscle cell hypertrophy and
proliferation, oxidative stress and endothelial
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dysfunction.9 The cardiovascular effects of
other adipokines in humans are yet to be
fully clarified.
It could be also argued that these results

are at least partly magnified by the compar-
ison of a thiazide that could have some
negative metabolic effects.10 However, in this
trial hydrocholorthiazide was used at low
dosage, usually not associated to a significant
impairment in metabolic parameters, while it
was associated to a more efficacious activator
of the PPAR-γ (telmisartan),6 that theoreti-
cally should have compensated the eventual
mild negative effects of the thiazide. Finally,
it has to be remembered that telmisartan
could also exert specific anti-inflammatory
effects,11,12 as demonstrated in a number of
clinical trials, which could be relevant in the
long-term treatment of hypertension in
high-risk subjects. In any case, the lack of
negative effects on lipid pattern and glucose
metabolism confirms that the used doses of
hydrochlorothiazide were unable to exert any
side effect in the studied patients.
Anyway, adequately powered long-term

trials have to be planned and carried out to

verify if the observed hemodynamic and
metabolic effects of the association losartan/
barnidipine could be associated to relevant
clinical outcome such as target organ damage
or cardiovascular event prevention.
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